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Abstract -  It is submitted that, for the very large number of different traditional type formulae to 
determine price indices associated with a pair of periods, which are joined with the longstanding 
question of which one to choose, they should all be abandoned. 
A method is proposed whereby price levels associated periods are first all computed together, 
subject to a consistency of the data, and then price indices that are all true are determined from their 
ratios. An approximation method can apply in the case of inconsistency. 
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1  Introduction-or  genesis 
Prices change and an  individua1 who enjoys a consumption that provides  a certain 
standard of living at a certain money cost would like to know how much it will cost to 
maintain the same standard at the new prices. 
Reference may be  made to this first paragraph  for the basis  of the price-index 
idea. 
There is of course no absolute theoretical reason for liaving a price index in the 
first place. It is an institution, even if a well established, traditional, and perhaps even 
today still needed institution, affecting many aspects of economie life. 
The Price Index issued from the Statistica1 Office is a number that tells everyone 
how  to  answer  the  mentioned  question,  the  index  being  the  multiplier  of  old 
expenditure to determine the new. They must change expenditure in proportion to the 
index to keep the old standard of living. All have submissively to accept the authority 
of the number produced no doubt on some basis quite likely beyond them. 
The question  of  how  to  produce  such  an  extraordinary  number  is  called  The 
Index-Number Problem. It  stands out as a fascinating question that has appealed to 
and occupied a great number of economists. To proceed, there are primitive points to 
be added. Let  P,,  denote the price index from period s to period t. 
For a first point, the number must apply equally well to everyone experiencing 
the  price  change,  whatever  their  standard  of  living.  Hence  an  expenditure  M,  in 
period s, at whatever level, must be replaced by 
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in period r to maintain the same standard of living. This point seems not to be 
explicitly represented among Irving Fisher’s famous price-index formula “Tests”
3, but 
the next points are—though we are not now considering formulae but the basic idea of 
a price-index.  
 For  the  Identity Test, there is the statement 
 1 tt P = , 
that is, “when one year is compared with itself, the index shows ‘no change’.” Most 
formulae go along with this. 
  For the next, if the price change is reversed, so the new prices becoming the old 
and vice-versa, then the price index, the ratio that turns old expenditure into new, is 




− =  
which is the Time Reversal Test. Fisher’s “ideal” index is just about the only formula 
that satisfies this. No wonder it is “ideal”. 
  This thinking seems to be as if the price index was derived as a ratio of price-
levels, expressing purchasing power of money for obtaining a standard of living by 
purchase of consumption.  
  That has in fact already been offered as a way to go with The Index Number 
Problem, by Afriat (1981), with what may now be called The New Formula, though it 
is not at all a formula of the type dealt with  by Fisher and associates. First determine 
price levels, and then determine price indices as their ratios. That is, instead of the 
price index being given directly by some formula, among those produced seemingly 
endlessly and as it were out of nothing (Irving Fisher, joined by others, deals with one 
or two hundred of them).  
  True, there are many prices each with its own separate level, so it may seem fair 
to ask what sense can there be to their having a single level when they are taken 
together. None the less there is a somewhat restricted but nevertheless outstanding 
sense for  it.  
  But first there will be account of the early maker of index numbers, Irving Fisher, 
who knew well about the primitive price index idea but not this sense. 
  For a distinction and the language for it: price level has reference to a single 
period, while price index has reference to two, and is in principle the ratio of new 
level to old, so it is the multiplier of old expenditure to produce the new that will 
currently purchase the same living standard.  
  The second primitive principle mentioned, expressed by Fisher’s Time Reversal 
Test, would also be an immediate consequence of taking price indices having the form 
of ratios of  price levels. 
  When dealing with more than just two periods, beside the Time Reversal (the 
Fisher Index is a distinguished case among formulae for satisfying this) there can be 
introduction of the Chain Test,  
     rs st rt PP P =  
(just about never satisfied by any of the one or two hundred usual price index 
formulae) which implies Time Reversal again, and moreover implies, and obviously 
                                                 
3 See Fisher (1922), Allen (1975), Section 1.8, or Afriat and Jazairi (1988). 3 
is implied by, price indices being expressible as the ratios of a set of numbers 
associated with the periods—the ‘price levels’. For, bringing in the Identity Test,  
 1 tt P =  
we have 





− =  
which is Time Reversal, and now, for any fixed r, 
  ()
1 / sts r r ts r t r s r t r PP PP P P P
− == =  
so price indices determined relative to a fixed base can serve as ‘price levels’ from 
which all price indices can be determined as their ratios. Evidently now the Chain 
Test, from first implying Reversal, is equivalent to Fisher’s  Circularity Test, 
 1 rs st tr PPP= . 
  While there has been invariably no prior determination of price levels from which 
to obtain price indices as their ratios, the (1981) New Formula excepted, usually 
formulae (a great number) are proposed that go directly to the index without a 
background of levels. In that culture the great headache is to know what formula—as 
may be good, or true, or …  or what?  
  A missing test, not named before and which implies all these others, and which 
can be called the Ratio Test, is simply that the price index be expressed as a ratio of a 
set of numbers, maybe price levels. Among formulae, as such, nowhere is that 
satisfied, unless the 1981 New Formula be allowed, or another, mysteriouly 
neglected, 
 / stts Pp a p a = , 
the inflation rate for a fixed bundle of goods a. “It could be wondered  why this 
formula was not “ideal” for Fisher. Possibly it was too dull but if he was looking for a 
more interesting one which meets the proper qualification, … ” 
4 
  This is a moment also to quote Sir Roy Allen (1978, p. 418) where he quotes one 
of us: 
“Formerly, it was as if an answer was proposed without first having had a 
question, and it was wondered if it could be an answer to a question, any 
question at all. Even many answers to no question in particular were 
proposed—the names of their proposers are attached to some of them” (Afriat 
1977, p.102) 
That has to do with the formula approach dominated by Fisher and, as if caught in a 
trap, still prevalent. For the truck with index formulae does not end with Fisher. 
                                                 
4 The quotation is from Afriat (1977) 37-8, and continues “… it does not exist, as Eichhorn (1976) has 
shown.”  Unfortunately friend Wolfgang Eichhorn, and for that matter Afriat, had not known the 1981 
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2  Fisher, and after 
Irving Fisher (1922, 244-48) ranked 134 index number formulas (according to one of 
us, 126, and 145 by the count of Yrjo Vartia) according to their numerical distance 
from the “ideal” geometric mean of the Laspeyres and Paasche indices and separated 
them into several classes, as it were in increasing order of merit. 
  The first twelve index numbers, constituting the first of these classes, are labeled 
as “worthless”, to designate that they are the worst in his ranking. The other six 
classes are labeled as poor, fair, good, very good, excellent, and superlative (p. 244).  
  Fisher (1922, 244-48) classified ten (or eleven to include the yardstick Fisher 
“ideal”) index number formulas in the “superlative” group because, in his numerical 
example, they performed very closely to formula 353,  which is the “ideal” geometric 
mean of the Laspeyres and Paasche indexes, which was itself put at the top rank in 
this group.  
  He claimed that all these formulas correspond to combinations of the Laspeyres 
and Paasche, including the direct and implicit Walsh index numbers, one combination 
of these last two formulas, and a couple of combinations of direct and implicit 
Törnqvist-type index numbers. Reference can always be made to our Appendix for 
Fisher’s list, and an exhibition of his “superlative” and other formulas. 
  In the numerical example worked by Fisher, the closest formula to 353 is 8053, 
which is the arithmetic average of 53 and 54 where 53 is Laspeyres index number (p. 
471) and 54 is Paasche index number (p. 471). Fisher claimed that all the other 
“superlative” index numbers are combinations of 53 and 54. As remarked again later, 
we do not here regard Laspeyres and Paasche as formulae like the others that are 
offered as price-index formulae, but in a category of their own. 
  Of late there has been new venture towards the super, and beyond …  Evidently, 
except the implicit Walsh index number and Fisher’s “ideal” itself, Diewert’s (1976) 
“superlative” index numbers are not superlative in Fisher’s (1922, 244-48) sense. The 
implicit Walsh index number, which is given by formula 1154 in Fisher’s list, 
corresponds to Diewert’s quadratic mean of order-1 index number, whereas Fisher’s 
“ideal” index number corresponds to Diewert’s quadratic mean of order-2 index 
number. As set forth by Milana (2005); Diewert’s and Fisher’s indexes cannot 
understandably be defined as, in some way, approximating the actual but unknown 
true index number up to the second order, or something like that, in order to admit 
them as “superlative” in the language of Diewert (1976, 1978). With all that, such a 
formula seems to be essentially no novelty but a continued adherence to the old 
formula world, only bringing to it an added unconstructive impenetrable burden of 
complexity. 
  After the casting around for the super coming from Irving Fisher, there is entry 
into an entirely new kind of territory beckoning exploration. A question is whether 
here is a breakthrough to a new, highest quality formula, as the language would 
suggest, here and there acclaimed as such, or a neo-Fisherian casting around without 
new guidance. 
  In order not to get lost in this enquiry, a start should be made at the beginning.  
One of us had a dedicated immersion in the entire super literature, while the other, 
saved by reductio ad absurdum, had never before our encounter ever put eyes on a 
single item of the later phase. 
 5 
3  Data and formulae 
Reference is made to two spaces, the budget and commodity spaces B and C, one the 
space of non-negative row vectors, and the other of column vectors. With Ω the non-
negative numbers,  ,,
n
n BC =Ω =Ω  so with  , p Bx C ∈ ∈  we have Mp x =∈ Ω  as the 
money cost of the bundle of goods x at the prices p. With such a purchase, making the 
demand observation () , px B C ∈× of commodities x at the prices p, the budget vector 
is 
1 , uMpB
− =∈  for which  1. ux =  With such a purchase, there is the revealed 
preference of x over every bundle y which, being such that  1, uy ≤  is also attainable at 
no greater cost.  
  A fundamental area of discussion involves data consisting of a pair of demand 
observations () ( ) ,0 , 1 , tt px BCt ∈× =  which is associated with the Laspeyres index 
     / sts t t t Pp x p x =
 
 
and Paasche index 
    




There is also the Fisher index 
     ()
1
2
st st st PP P =
   
 
which is the geometric mean of both, lying between them. A condition on the demand 
data having a central significance is the Laspeyres-Paasche inequality 




     1 st ts PP≥
   
 
or again 
     s st t s tts p xpx pxpx ≤ . 
Or with  
     / sts t t t Lp x p x = , 
again the Laspeyres index, this condition is equivalent to the solubility of the system 
of inequalities 
   () L   / sts t LP P ≥  
for  price levels ( ) 0,1 t Pt = . Put this way, the usual Laspeyres-Paasche inequality 
condition for a pair of demands with  0,1 t =  is immediately generalized for any 
number  0,1,2, , tm = …  as in the (1981) New Formula.
5 
 The  system  L with  ,0 , 1 st=  requires 
     01 1 0 01 / PP P P ≤ ≤
  
 
so its consistency, defining L-consistency, or the existence of a solution, is equivalent 
to the LP-inequality. 
                                                 
5 It is interesting that a simple step like this should open the door to a fundamentally new approach. The 
start was at least a quarter-century ago, but the significance of it was recognized more recently. 6 
  Here it is convenient to insert, though we have no immediate concern there, that 
the counterpart for more than two demands is the cyclical Laspeyres product test 
     1 ti ij kt LL L ≥    for every cycle  ,, , , , tij kt … , 
which is a strengthening of the revealed preference test for utility construction that 
serves for conical utility. Introducing the chain Laspeyres and Paasche indices 
     , sij kt si ij kt sij kt si ij kt PP P P PP P P == ……
             
   , 
this is equivalently to 
   (chain  LP)  s ts t PP ≤ ……
  
 
for all possible chains … taken separately. Hence introducing the new Laspeyres and 
Paasche indices 
     min , max st ij k si ij kt st ij k si ij kt PP P PP P Π= Π= ……
             
   , 
this is equivalent to 
   (new  LP)  sts t Π≤ Π
  
. 
This extended approach is dealt with more fully in the papers of 1981 and 1982. But 
we should not now get sidetracked and should return now to the basic case of two 
demand observations, having touched briefly on this beginning of the extension.  
  Going back to the monumental first paragraph, one obvious way of maintaining, 
at new prices, the old standard of living obtained from the old consumption  0 x  at a 
money cost  00 p x  is to simply buy the old consumption with new cost  10 p x . So 
certainly the current cost of the old standard is a most that amount, and its comparison 
with the old cost, which might at first thought serve as a price index, is at most 
10 00 / p xp x , which is the ever-pervasive Laspeyres index.  
  But here common sense breaks in with the proposal that one would not 
necessarily buy the old bundle at the new prices, one could buy instead another 
bundle that provides at least the old standard perhaps at a lesser minimum cost, 
making a comparison ratio with the old cost, the price index  10 P , not exceeding the 
Laspeyres index, 
     10 1 0 0 0 /, Pp x p x ≤  
and by the same principle 
     01 0 1 1 1 /. Pp x p x ≤  
But in recollection of the second primitive point which asserts 
         ()
1
01 10 PP
− =  
this second is equivalent to 
     10 1 1 0 1 / Pp x p x ≥  
so common sense together with the primitive reversal principle provides both 
Laspeyres and Paasche, and shows them not only as tied together with the same 
source in principles, but as upper and lower bounds of the price index. In a way, they 7 
are not price-index formulae like all the others, but fundamental and irrefutable limits 
for the price index. 
  In that case, of course, the lower bound could not exceed the upper bound. 
J.  R.  Hicks (without proving anything) calls that “The Index Number Theorem” 
(Revision, 1956, p. 181.) One should remember there was a time when there was, 
briefly, something of a fashion to call almost anything a “Theorem”. It is confusing, 
but perhaps Hicks was just being fashionable. Anyway, a case where Paasche turned 
out to be greater than Laspeyres could be occasion for a pause. 
  It might have been good sense (corresponding to practice of the practical) to 
abandon the entire theoretical subject after arrival at this point, where the unavoidable 
primitive has been joined with common sense. But uncountable formulae for the 
index, good, true, better, super, &c have been proposed. 
  To go further, as it seems we must, more form needs to be given to ideas we have 
so far. 
  
4  Utility 
There are two main things about a consumption bundle x C ∈ . The simple part is that 
it has a money cost Mp x =∈ Ω  when the prices are  . p B ∈  The other part is that it is 
the basis—and having it is the objective, use, use-value, or utility—for obtaining a 
standard of living, with the sacrifice of cost. Hence there is a link between cost and 
standard of living, where prices enter. For this link a gap remains between 
consumption and its utility, made good hypothetically by introduction of the utility 
function. 
 A  utility function is any numerical-valued function φ  defined on the commodity 
space B, 
  :B φ →Ω 
so  () ( ) x xB φ ∈Ω ∈ is the utility level of any commodity bundle x. 
    A utility function φ  determines a utility order R CC ⊂× where 
  () () xRy x y φφ ≡≥ 
A utility function φ , with order R,  fits a demand element ( ) , p x , with budget vector 
u, or the demand is governed by the utility, if the revealed preferences of it belong to 
the utility order, 
     () 1 uy xRy y C ≤⇒ ∈ . 
In other words, if x has at least the utility level of every bundle y attainable at no 
greater expenditure with the prices, or x provides the maximum utility  () x φ  for all 
those bundles y under the budget constraint 1 uy ≤ , that is  
     () ( ). pyp x x y φφ ≤⇒ ≥  
  The utility system is hypothetical and admitted to the extent that it fits available 
demand observations. The cost of a standard of living is determined as the minimum 
cost at prevailing prices of getting a consumption that provides it. In terms of a utility 
function φ , this is gathered from the utility-cost function 8 
     () ( ) ( ) { } ,m i n : cp x p y y x φφ =≥  
which tells the minimum cost at given prices p of obtaining a consumption y that has 
at least the utility of a given consumption x. Since  x  itself, with cost px, is a possible 
such y, necessarily 
     () , cp x p x ≤   for all p, x 
while 
     () , cp x p x =  
signifies the admissibility, under government by the utility system, of the demand of  
x at the prices p. It shows the demand is cost effective, getting the maximum of utility 
available for the cost, and cost-efficient, getting at minimum cost the utility obtained, 
which conditions would here be equivalent. A case where admissibility does not hold 
could be attributed to consumption error, described as failure of efficiency, where  
     () ,, 0 1 cp x e p x e ≥≤ ≤  
would show attainment of cost efficiency to a level e. This idea has some use in 
dealing with demand data inconsistent with government by a utility by fitting it to a 
utility that serves only approximately, as in Afriat (1973). 
  For the service of a price index this utility-cost should factorize into a product 
     ()( ) ( ) , cp x p x θφ = , 
of price-level  () Pp θ =  depending on p alone and quantity level () X x φ =  depending 




THEOREM  For factorization of the utility-cost function it is necessary and 
sufficient that the utility be conical. 
 
  This Theorem may be a good candidate for the title “The Index Number 
Theorem” secured by Hicks for another purpose as already noted, and we are going to 
prove it (if it was not already, probably long ago
7). 
 Given  φ  conical,  
     () ( ) ( ) { } ,m i n : cp x p y y x φφ =≥  
        () () () () ( ) { } ()
11
min : 1 pyx yx x φφ φ φ
−−
=≥  
        ()( ) p x θφ =  
where 
           ( ) ( ) { } min : 1 pp z z θφ =≥  
                                                 
6 A ray is a half-line with vertex the origin and a cone is a set described by a set of rays. A function is 
conical if its graph is a cone, or what is the same (just more syllables), linearly homogeneous, being 
such that  () ( ) x x φ λφ λ = . With demand governed by conical utility, the expansion paths, or loci of 
demand when expenditure varies while prices remain fixed, are rays. 
7 Samuelson and  Swamy (1974) p. 570 attribute theorem and proof to Afriat (1972). 9 
That shows the sufficiency. Since, for all p,  
     ()() p xp x θφ≤      
for all x with equality for some x, as assured with continuous φ , it follows that   
     () () ()
1
minx p px x θφ
−
=  
showing  θ  to be concave conical semi-increasing. Also for x demandable at some 
prices, as would be the case for any x if φ  is concave, the inequality holds for all p 
with equality for some p, showing 
  () () ()
1
min p x pp x φθ
−
=  
which, in case every x is demandable at some prices, requires φ  to be concave conical 
semi-increasing. But even when not all x are demandable, because they lie in caves 
and are without a supporting hyperplane, here is a conical function defined for all x 
that is effectively the same as the actual φ  as far as any observable demand behaviour 
is concerned. So it appears that for the cost function factorization the utility function 
being conical is also necessary, beside being sufficient, as already remarked. Hence, 
with some details taken for granted, the Theorem is proved. 
  The question now is: what utility? A price index being wanted, by the theorem it 
must be conical, and with given demand data 
  () ( ) ,0 , 1 , , tt px BCt ∈× = …  
and belief in efficiency, any utility to be entertained would, to fit the data, have to be 
such that 
  () 0,1, tt t t PX px t == … . 
In any case  
  s ts t PX px ≤  
and so now, with  
 / sts t t t Lp x p x = , 
the Laspeyres index, this condition requires the solubility of the system of inequalities 
   () L  / sts t LP P ≥ , 
for price levels ( ) 0,1 t Pt = . A question is whether a solution exists. If one does, a 
conical utility can immediately be constructed that fits the given demand data and 
provides price levels, and consequently also quantity levels  t X , as required, where 
the  t X  are determined from 
  tt t t PX px = . 
  Thus, following the account for instance in Afriat (2004, p.12), introduce 
  ()
1





  () () minii x x φφ =
   
 
so this is a concave conical polyhedral utility function that, as seen in the same 
account, fits the demand data, with associated price indices as required, to make those 
prices indices true. 
  Another such function, concave conical, which fits the demand data, again with 
required values and the same associated price indices, is the polytope type function 
given by 
  () max : , 0 ii ii i
ii




  8 
and if φ  is any other concave conical utility that fits the demands and takes the values 
i X  at the points  i x  then 
  () () () x xx φφφ ≤≤
  
 
for all x. 
  Included in the above is a simple conical precursor of so-called “Afriat’s 
theorem” on utility construction, put in service specifically for price index theory 
 
5  The True Index 
Every conical utility has associated with it a price index, derived from the utility-cost 
factorization applicable to such a function. A price index is termed true if it is 
connected with a conical utility that fits the demand data. 
  Every solution for price levels determines true price indices given by their ratios, 
the existence of a solution requiring the cyclical Laspeyres product test, that requires  
the cyclical Laspeyres products to be all at least 1. It should be seen what all this has 
to say in reduction to the classical case of just two periods. 
  The existence of a solution for price levels implies the LP-inequality, and then 
any point in the LP-interval is expressible as a price index, obtained as the ratio of the 
price levels, which is true being associated with a conical utility that fits the data. 
Hence, as values for the price index, all points in the LP-interval are true—all 
equally, no one more true than another. 
  When this was mentioned a few decades ago, possibly at the Helsinki Meeting of 
the Econometric Society, August 1976, it was received with complete disbelief.
9 
  Here is a formula to add to Fisher’s collection, a bit different from the others: 
PRICE-INDEX FORMULA:  Any point in the LP-interval, if any.  
                                                 
8 The function of this form introduced by Afriat (1971) is the constant-returns ‘frontier production 
function’ that gives a function representation, and at the same time a computational algorithm, for the 
production efficiency measurement method of Farrell (1957) (Afriat’s colleague at DAE Cambridge 
whose work, done after he left, he at first missed) that marks the beginning of ‘data envelope analysis’ 
(DEA). The Afriat comment attached to Finn R.Førsund, and Nikias Sarafoglou (2005) gives a report. 
    While Afriat is usually given credit for first introduction of the ‘non-parametric’ approach, here now 
is opportunity to transfer credit to Farrell who made such an introduction for this case as it were 
implicitly if not explicitly in the way here exhibited. 
    The same type of function without constant-returns, worth knowing about, is used for the utility 
construction in Afriat (1961) but arbitrarily, or for simplicity, left aside in the account of (1964) where 
instead a polyhedral type function is used, as again in accounts such as Varian (1992, p. 133) of so-
called “Afriat’s Theorem”. It also served for the 1971 extension of Farrell’s method. 
9 Proof is in Afriat (1977) 129-30. 11 
  This paper draws attention to the generalization of this Formula for any number 
of periods, the (1981) New Formula, where price and quantity levels for the periods 
are all computed simultaneously, associated with a conical utility that fits the demand 
data for all the periods. The computations are by solution of a system of inequalities, 
so with a tolerance like in the above Formula, subject to a consistency condition that 
is a strengthening of ordinary revealed preference consistency. In the absence of 
consistency, an approach is made by an approximation method. This amounts to a 
complete, and elegant and practical, treatment of The Index Number Problem to 
which Afriat’s attention was brought by Alan Brown the day he arrived at the 
Department of Applied Economics (DAE), Cambridge, in 1953, and concludes the 
assignment. 
  In the paper of 1982 on “The True Index”, where there are elaborations about 
algorithms for consistency test and price-level computations, there is mention about 
normalizing price levels so they sum to 1 and are therefore represented by a point in 
the simplex of reference. Then the set of all price-level solutions, based on given data, 
is represented by a region in this simplex. In the case of three periods, when the 
reference simplex is simply a triangle, this opens the way to illuminating graphics, as 
presented in the paper. In the case of two periods the simplex of reference is a line 
segment and price-level solutions describe a subsegment corresponding to the PL-
interval range of the price-index given by ratios of price-levels.  
  Irving Fisher favoured one particular formula out of the many (one or two 
hundred) he considered. This is his “ideal index” given by the geometric mean of the 
Laspeyres and Paasche indices. This favouritism is understandable because the 
formula is impressive and just about alone in meeting the Time Reversal requirement, 
one of his “tests” basic to the very idea of a price index. And moreover it is 
comfortably well into the interior of the interval bounded by the limiting Laspeyres 
and Paasche indices. 
  S. S. Byushgens (1925) submitted that if it could be taken that demand was 
governed by a homogeneous quadratic utility then the value of the associated price 
index would be given by Fisher’s “ideal” formula. This result, which seemed at first, 
with initial optimism, to make the Fisher index “true”, must have seemed spectacular. 
Possibly it is here that the idea of a true index made its first entry.  
  Of course now we have the Fisher index as true simply from belonging to the LP-
interval, with countless fitting utilities, along with all the other points and no more 
true than any of them. However, with Byushgens, the Fisher index could be 
distinguished from the other points as being, not more true than the others—anyway 
impossible—but simply quadratically true—maybe. And maybe not! For if no 
quadratic utility can fit the data, Byushgens’ Theorem, while still undoubtedly true, 
and still pretty, would be vacuous. This is a danger about which quite likely there had 
not been awareness at first. 
  In Afriat (1972), (1977), (1982) and (2004)
10 there are accounts of issues to do 
with Fisher and Byushgens. These include an attempt to save Byushgens from the 
vacuity hazard by a weakening of his proposal, replacing quadratic by locally 
quadratic, rendering it with less interest except that it has been taken up by Diewert 
for doctrine about a formula to which—echoing Fisher with his terminology—he 
gives the name superlative, that in ordinary language must promise at least something 
good, while what that good should be is not known. Though our proposal for outright 
abandonment of all price index formulae would include Diewert’s offer, it can still 
                                                 
10 The 2004 volume contains earlier accounts beside an additional one. 12 
have attention for notable features while celebrated as the Swan Song of the Price- 
Index Formula era. 
  A notable feature is citation style where a theorem is connected with a string of 
individuals that includes the originator with others not deserving or wanting credit. 
This lumping together of originator with readers in a quixotic generous distribution of 
credit can be joined at the same time with a scatter of compensatory withholdings. 
  But after all, we have been told: 
If we should ever encounter a case where a theory is named for the correct 
man, it will be noted. 
George J. Stigler 
The Theory of Price (3rd edition), 1966, p.77 
Stigler may have marked, if not just ignorance, a prevalence of ritual citations by 
separate individuals that amount to nothing more than greetings to friends. Such a 
phenomenon is consistent with “The Tale of Two Research Communities” and the 
tendency observed there to “stick to ‘own camp’ references”, discovered by those 
early pioneers Finn R. Førsund and Nikias Sarafoglou (2005) in the field of Citation 
Analysis, a new field for which the way has been opened by advent of the computer, 
whose emergence Stigler might have been happy about. 
  We have been sidetracked, delivering the message to abandon useless formulae 
and enter a new path, to temper the abruptness and bring in the flavour of history. 
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Fisher’s “Superlative” Index Numbers 
Irving Fisher (1922, 244-48) ranked 134 index number formulas according to their 
numerical distance from the “ideal” geometric mean of the Laspeyres and Paasche 
indices and separated them “arbitrarily into several classes in increasing order of 
merit. The first twelve index numbers, constituting the first of these classes, are 
labeled, rather harshly perhaps, as ‘worthless’ index numbers to designate the fact that 
they are the worst. The other six classes are labeled as poor, fair, good, very good, 
excellent, and superlative” (p. 244). 
  He then, classified ten index number formulas in the superlative group because, 
in his numerical example, they performed very closely to the “ideal” geometric mean 
of the Laspeyres and Paasche indexes. He claimed that all these formulas correspond 
to combinations of the Laspeyres and Paasche including the direct and implicit Walsh 
index numbers, one combination of these last two formulas, and a couple of 
combinations of direct and implicit Törnqvist-type index numbers. Fisher lists 10 
formulas in the class of “superlative” index numbers in addition to his “ideal” formula 





i q p   and    represent, respectively, the price and quantity of the ith commodity 









. Fisher’s “superlative” index numbers 
are presented here in the original inverse order of remoteness from the ideal (353) (the 
formulas are identified with Fisher’s code and the page of The Making of Index 
Numbers where they are defined is indicated in parenthesis
11): 
                                                 
11  See Fisher (1922, Appendix V) for the full list of the 134 formulas. 17 
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4 28 27 26 25 325 × × × ≡ 126 125× = 227 225× =  (p. 480), 
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Moreover, formulas numbered 103, 104, 105, 106, 153, 154, 203, 205, 217, 219, 253, 
259, 303, 305 reduce to 353. 
  In the numerical example performed by Fisher, the closest formula to 353 is 
8053, which is the arithmetic average of 53 (Laspeyres) and 54 (Paasche) index 
numbers. Fisher claimed that most of “superlative” index numbers are various 
combinations of 53 and 54.  
  These index numbers should be contrasted with the quadratic mean-of-order-r 
index numbers by Diewert (1976, 130-1) and called “superlative” by him using 
Fisher’s (1922, p. 247) terminology (but in a different sense). These are encompassed 
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s  for  1 , 0 = t  and with  D P  reducing to the Fisher “ideal” index with 
r = 2, to the implicit Walsh index (Fisher’s formula 1154) with r = 1, and to the 
Törnqvist index number (Fisher’s formula 123) at the limit as  . 0 → r   It can be shown 
(Diewert, 1976) that, if the shares 
t
i s  are those derivable exactly from the true utility-
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P D   is obtained with some real value of  . λ   
Caves et. al. (1982) have considered the case of a translog functional form where the 
parameters of the second-order terms are constant, that is  ij
t
ij a a = . In this case, 
. 2 / 1 = λ  
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∑ , which reduces to the Fisher “ideal” quantity index with r = 
2, to the implicit Walsh quantity index with r = 1, and to the Törnqvist quantity index 
number at the limit as  . 0 → r   If the shares 
t
i s  are those derivable exactly from the 
true utility function, then this index number is exact for a utility-based distance 
function ) (q
t δ  (Deaton, 1979) in the sense that it is a weighted (geometric) average 
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t t q q a q a a q ln ln ln ) ( ln 0 ∑∑ ∑ + + = δ    as  . 0 → r  
In particular,  2 / 1 = λ  when 
1 0   and   δ δ  are quadratic functions with the same 
parameters in the second-order terms.  
  It is tempting to derive the implicit quadratic mean-of-order-r price index as the 
ratio  D D Q V P /
~
≡ , but the homotheticity of the underlying economic function is a 
necessity as well as a sufficiency for the existence (and invariance) of such an index, 
as pointed out by Samuelson and Swamy (1974, p. 570) echoing Afriat’s (1972) 
factorization theorem.  If this is not the case, the obtained implicit price index is 
spurious and may not even respect the required homogeneity properties.   
  It is immediate to see that, except the implicit Walsh index number and Fisher’s 
“ideal” itself, Diewert’s “superlative” index numbers are not “superlative” in Fisher’s 
(1922, 244-48) sense
12. The implicit Walsh index number, which is given by formula 
1154 in Fisher’s list, corresponds to Diewert’s quadratic mean of order-1 index 
number, whereas Fisher’s “ideal” index number corresponds to Diewert’s quadratic 
                                                 
12 The Törnqvist index, for example, (corresponding to formula 123 in Fisher, 1922, p. 473) is seen as 
the most superlative by Caves, Christensen, and Diewert (1982, p. 41) and Diewert (2004, p. 450) 
whereas it was not deemed "superlative" by Fisher (1922, p. 247), who classified it, in a descending 
order of merit, below the classes of "excellent" and "superlative" index numbers, with the last group 
ranked at the top position. 
    Note from CM to SA: This is not the only critical remark that we may make. The Törnqvist index 
number is exact for a particular quadratic function (the translog) just as the Fisher "ideal" is exact for a 
simple quadratic function. It does not matter that the Törnqvist index is exact for a translog function 
that (as shown by Caves et al., 1982) is not necessarily homogeneous (Milana, 2005 has shown that 
also the other index numbers that are “superlative” in Diewert’s sense are exact for specific quadratic 
functions that are not necessarily homogeneous). The main point is that it is not true that: (1) these 
index numbers are second-order approximations to the "true" index and to each other, (2) this "true" 
index does not exist at all in the non-homothetic (or non-homogeneous) case (see your LP-inequality 
theorem) and, therefore, the Caves et al. theorem is vacuous implying that the obtained index number 
is, in more familiar terms, "path dependent". Under these circumstances, the Caves, et al. results fall 
under the criticism raised by your earlier contributions and our present paper. 
   Note from SA to CM: Very interesting for experts like yourself and some others. But this paper, as 
you are aware, proposes the abandonment of all price-index formulae and whatever anyone may have 




mean of order-2 index number. For the reasons given in Milana (2005), however, all 
Diewert’s and Fisher’s indexes cannot be defined as approximating the unknown true 
index number (if this exists) up to the second order and cannot be considered to be 
“superlative” also in Diewert’s sense of (1976), (1978). 